Qing Dynasty Positions List:
Imperial Prince of Aisin Gioro: Focuses on ethnic and cultural conflicts gracefully within the
Inner Mongolian region in the past. Represents minority needs and populations across the
empire.
Imperial Prince of Ci: An extremely loyal Prince, known for exposing traitors in the empire and
supporting faithful Qing dynasty leaders.
Imperial Prince of Magut: Position of power over the Magut clan. Keeps interests of the
traditional farmers within the Magut tribe, as well as the Empire in mind during policy creation.
Imperial Prince of Susu Gioro: Prince who rules over regions near the borders of the Qing
Empire. Strength lies in unification and loyalty to the Empire.
Imperial Prince of Urgunkele: Powerful leader of the Urgunkele clan, known for their important
fishing skills needed to feed the empire and trade with other empires.
Ambassador to Taiwan: Makes sure that citizens of Taiwan have their voices heard by the
greater Qing government.
Ambassador to Korea: Ensures that citizens of the tributary state of Korea are represented in the
Qing government.
Grand Secretariat, General Nine Gates Infantry Commander: Monitors traffic entering and
leaving the city of Beijing, and is in charge of raising and lowering the Nine Gates that protect
the city.
Grand Secretariat, General Senior Grand Secretary: Tasked with protecting Canton, the General
Senior Grand Secretary uses their influence over local states and advisors to accomplish their
goals.
Grand Secretariat, Banner Officer (Plain Yellow): Under the direct command of the Emperor and
leader of one of the three Upper Banner armies.
Grand Secretariat, Green Standard Officer: Officer that runs an army that functions as a military
asset as well as a strong police force in urban areas.
Grand Secretariat, Officer of Xiang Army: An army leader with troops based in Central and
Southern China. Helps the Green Army combat reactionary forces and conquer rebellions.

Grand Secretariat, Officer of Ever Vicious Army: A more conservative army leader who tends to
agree with The Emperor and their decisions. A powerful, yet loyal Officer.
Grand Secretariat, Officer of Huai Army: Manages a semi-private militia, known for using both
Western and traditional weapons and tactics.
Grand Secretariat, Officer in Kiangnan Arsenal: Known for starting institutional reform and their
strong hatred towards military defeats. Uses their military knowledge to improve the Qing
military.
Grand Council, Regional Leader - Middle West: Leader of a region known for its abundance of
raw materials. Integral to the export industry of the Qing Empire.
Grand Council, Regional Leader - Viceroy of Liangguang: Has served as the Viceroy of
Liangguang for nearly two decades. Knowledgeable in everything that it takes to run a successful
government.
Member of the Southern Study, Editor: The Emperor’s greatest asset when it comes to releasing
news to the public. Persuasive and convincing, the Editor is great at coming up with creative
ideas.
Member of the Southern Study, Confucian Scholar: A genius when it comes to Confucian
thought and morals. Originally from Beijing.
Member of the Southern Study, Director of Foreign Trade in Canton: Excelled at studying public
and foreign policy, tasked with ending the terrible trade conditions that the Qing Empire is facing
from foreign powers.
Member of the Southern Study, First Economic Advisor to the Emperor: A scholar in the field of
economics and economic policy. Excellent at creating directives and helping the committee
decide the next course of action when it comes to the economic landscape.
Member of the Southern Study, Admiral of the Imperial Chinese Navy: Leader of the Qing
Navy, tasked with protecting trade ports and trade routes from threats, both foreign and
domestic.
Member of the Southern Study, Legal Advisor: Legal Advisor to the Emperor who has great
experience in upholding the law and legal trials.

